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I. Godly Love and Revenge's Imminence fRomans
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A. Sacrificer Giving of Ourselves

B. Service: Giving to Others

C.

Subversion: Getting the Order

IL God's Law and Roman Imperialism (Romans 13:1-7)
A. Lordship: Christ and Caesar

(Rm 13:1,

cr. Mk.12, 1Tm.2:1, Ti.3:1,

1Pt.2:13-7)
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B.

Limitation: Concern and Condemnation

C.

Local: Conscience and Correspondence (Romans 13:5-7)

III. Goal Line and Real Implications
A. God: Submitting in Faith

B. Government Service by Fear

C.

Grace: Seeking His Favor
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1. ln our study on Sunday, the message began with a survey of Romans 12.
Please open your Bibles to this chapter and recall what it says about sacrifice
and service. How do these verses personally impact you and what applications
can you make in light of what they say to your life?
2, Having surveyed Romans 12, the sermon on Sunday focused on Romans
13:1-7 . Please reread these verses together and discuss how the opening of
chapter 1 3 fits with the flow of what we read in Romans 12.
2. ln Romans 13, we briefly considered what the Apostle Paul had to say about
the relationship of believers to the government in holy Scripture. This topic is
treated elsewhere in the Scripture, in such passages as: Titus 3:1; 1 Pet, 2:1317, and Mark 12:13-17 (cf. Matt, 22:1L22and Luke 20:20-2G). Take some time
to look at these passages and discuss what they say and their context.
3. Building off the above question, some readers of the Bible (both critics and
believers alike) have mistakenly taken the biblical passages in the last question
to suggest the scripture does not ever allow resistance to government, not even
civil disobedience. For example, some in modern times have claimed that the
west's fight against slavery, the United states Declaration of lndependence and
more recently the Civil Rights Movement violated these texts. How can we
respond biblically to such a claim? christian thinker, Francis schaeffer, argued in
his famous christian Manifxto that if there is never a case in which a christian
would practice civil disobedience, then the state has become Lord. He reasoned
that either one confesses God is the final authority or the opposite that caesar is
Lord, For help with this question in explaining the biblical place of resistance and
civildisobedience, please see:www.gotquestions.org/civil-disobedience.html,
www, ligonier,org/learn/devotionals/civil-disobedience, and
www.desiringgod.org/interviewsldoes-romans-13-prohibit-all-civil-disobedience .
4. Having discussed resistance and civil disobedience, let's get more intimate
with this topic and move from what perhaps could have become a political
application into a more personal one. ln thinking about Paul's admonition to
submit to authority (particularly in light of his own example in Acts and in the
context of Roman oppression of Christians around the time), how haveldo you
personally wrestle with submission to those over you, whether it be in the family,
church, work, relationally or in society? ln what ways do you generally wresfle
with using unfair circumstances for'turning the cheek' and witnessing God's work
in you? How and when (and/or to whom) do you struggle to give up the 'right to
be right' in order to walk in a godly submissiveness with gentleness and joy?
5. How is God calling you to grow in submission as a believer, kusting Him as
both the sovereign ultimate judge and the dispenser of mercy? Share about your
need to grow in joyful biblical submission and pray for one another, especially the
church around the world in places where she suffers for the faith and the gospel.

